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"One hour's sleep before midnight
is worth two after."
—Henry Fielding.

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON. MAINE. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19. 1938

|jVo Varsity Contests
Feature For Week End

Visiting Debaters Get First Skiing

Bates Winter Carnival
Opens Thursday, Feb. 3rd

Trackmen Host Hoopsters At
To Husky Team Maine Tonight

Schedule Bates Winter Carnival Coronation Is
Opening Event

8130 Queen Revealed and Crowned.
FRIDAY

IContinued on Pue Three]

Chase Hall Holds
2nd Tournament

Cocoa's In Rand
During Mid Years
During the mid-year exams,
cocoa and cookies will be served
in Rand reception room from 4 to
5 p. m. to the eds and coeds who
are interested in a little relaxation
after their exams. The B. C. A.,
Women's Student Government and
Women's Athletic Association are
sponsoring these cocoas under the
direction of Eleanor Purkis '38,
Martha Packard '38, and Mary
Dale '38.

Soon after mid-years and the carnival, Mr. John Curtis, director of Chase
Hall, has announced another set of
Pool, bowling, and ping-pong tournaments will be run off. In this set the
ladder system will be used, with the
winners and runners-up of the last
tournaments at the top.
Mr. Curtis also announced that negotiations are pending with the directs of the Student Union at Bowdoin
^Uege for tournaments on an intercollegiate basis, although nothing definite has as yet been decided. It is
More than four hundred people atProbable that in the event of inter- tended the annual Pop concert held :n
collegiate competition this spring, the Alun.M Gym Fridsy evening
'hese tournaments will be used to deThe tables were placed around the
termine who will compete.
gym amid a garden scene suggestive
of the main theme, "June in January" with trees scattered about the
wYns'and stage, and a potted Plant

.The lop Concert, in its entirety,
*"■" be repeated twice, Prof. Seldon
'• Crafts concert director, revealed
recently,
^is annual production of the campils
musical clubs is scheduled for
J^ntation at the Hotel Eastland
°?'lroom, Portland, Saturday, Feb. 19.
}»* affair, which will start at 8 p. m.,
Z.}? •* 'n the form of a cabaret with
r?!es arranged around the hall where
™Ir«shments will be served. This
J Mentation will be given under the
22J* of the Woodfords Congregaj "*' Church. Dancing will be enWUrmg the evening.
«2? °'> Friday, March 11, the
bro;r »ill be presented at the Westtime u^1 School gymnasium, this
Teach.^the auspices of the Parenters
Association of Westbrook.

'Miirror', 38 Yearbook,
Wi

»l Appear May 12

Tk

-

■ ■■ -i

of l93j.'MiTror" yearbook of the class
>2 rvJj*111 aPPear on campus, May
said tn7°n W'lliams, editor-in-chief,
the wint y' Au C0Py except that of
re;
")v Wnand
vSPrinK sP°rts have al"
subm
he said
'tted to the printers,
?i „f'e set for the taking of the
the
«hedn!reS*is Monday> Feb- 7' and
^Wtw ie for the pictures to be
«d in ♦£?; dav wi" have been publishPreceding week's STUDENT.

FEB.

4

2:15 Bavarians vs. Bates Varsity (exhibition).
Bavarian Night
7:00 Bavarian Ski Exhibition under floodlights on Mt. David.
8 :oo-9130 or 9 '.45 Bavarian Entertainment in the Gymnasium.
(Get your tickets in the College Store. All seats reserved).
9 45 All-College Skate on Rink.
-

SATURDAY

(Staff Photo)
When the visiting Australian debaters, Alan Benjamin, left and
R. W. \V. Wilmot, right, during their recent visit here, put on skis for
the first time, they proved they were far better debaters than skiers. Bob
Ireland '40, member of the varsity ski team, introduced them to the snow

FEB.

5

10:00 Girls' Field Hockey Game on Snowshoes.

Rand Field.

10:45 Men's Football Game on Snowshoes.
2:00 Bates Winter Sports Team vs. Alumni vs. Bowdoin (pending).
7:30-11 45 Carnival Hop.
SUNDAY

on Mt. David.

-

FEB.

6

2:00-5:00 Open House at Thorncrag.

Melbourne Debate Audience Next STUDENT
Trustees Hold
Carnival Issue
Prefers Policy of Isolation
Winter Council
An audience of 600 people in the
Bates Chapel last Thursday night ex-.
pressed its appreciation for the. American policy of isolation, after a debate in which Australian humor vied
with American logic. President Gray
spoke briefly and humorously of the
history of Bates debating, and then
introduced the debaters from "down
under".
The Australian speaker, R. W. W.
Wilmot, declared that that they had
not come from "down under" to "put
one over" but felt that America's policy of "wrapping itself in cellophane"
was like the story of the proverbial
ostrich which could expect nothing
from burying its head in the sand but
a kick in the pants. Wilmot said it
was not possible for the United
States to adopt an isolation policy
without paying a price. America can,
no longer depend on British naval supremacy. If a Fascist country gets
control of the seas, America will no
longer be secure. Positive action is
necessary unless the system of futility is changed to one of fatality.
John J. Smith of Bates said the geographical position and economic independence of the United States made
the American policy desirable.
Alan L. Benjamin, second Melbourne speaker, after assuring Mr.
Smith that a brilliant political future
was in store for him because_of his
frequent use of "my friends' told

the story of Roosevelt and the suckers, in which Roosevelt on a fishing
party purred "my friends" and a
thousand suckers rushed to the top of
the water. Mr. Benjamin stated that
America was in the position of a customer besieged by_ two insurance
agents. The isolation policy of the
past did not prove a success in keeping the United States out of war.
Adoption of a policy of collective security would mean world peace. It
would discourage Italy and others
from taking aggressive action. He
attacked the American cash and carry
system declaring it placed the country on the side of the strongest nation.
Howard H. Becker declared the nations of the world are not yet ready
for the policy of collective security.
He emphasized that America wants to
be left alone.
In rebuttal, Wilmot stated the position taken by the preceding speaker
reminded him of acertain Hollywood
actress who "wants to be alone". Mr.
Wilmot preferred the policy of "dancing cheek to cheek". He made a
strong plea for American self interests. He asked that it be remembered
that peace is needed if the United
States would remain secure. He stated America's policy was like that of
King Canute bidding the waves to
recede. He closed with a little poem
he had arranged:
[Continued on face Tomrl

The Rivals' Offers Swimmers Meet
Bowdoin J. V.'s
Favorites Of 4-A

Bates theatregoers will see many
familiar faces in the cast of the 4-A
production of Sheridan's "Th.e Rivals ,
to be given March 3 and 4.
Charlotte Corning '38, who plays the
role of Mrs. Malaprop, has been active in 4-A productions for four years
She is probably best remembered for
her performance as Mrs. Haggett in
the 1936 Varsity play, The Late
Christopher Bean". Ruth Waterhouse
•38, the only other senior member of
the cast, who gave a memora°'e P6/,;
in the center of each table.
formance in the one-act P'^is fal
The Orphic Society gave a concert as Maurya in "Riders to the Sea , w ill
from 8^0 to 8:30 and the "Bates Col- take the role of Julia. Luella Manter
S» entertained during **£& •39 who played the part of Cathleen
sion. The balcony «horu% e£f ^iT/ in "Riders to the Sea" will portray
hidden behind a screen of fir trees, Lydia Languish.
sang "Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac
Donald Pomeroy '40, Eleanor Smart
Time", with William Fisher JK sing
■■■
I
^ChrisS^
9,
Chris
ing
w o appeared^n
fc£SA* was
an I Child'40,
was obliged
obliged to
w give
B*«L-"
Child '40, w
""«^5~---- "v,rsity play,
e BumbleJ*ee"_ on^her | „f January 16 , the 1987 *£**>£%
flute. The Centennians, Edward How
ard '38, Val Wilson '38, andFrank
respectively.
Cooper '40, accompanied by the floor David,
The role of Bob Acres will be taken
chorus, were also well received Mary
Irving Friedman '39. whose Tony
Vernon '40 sang "Love's Garden of hv
y
!T£ in "She Stoops to Conquer"
Roses" and "In the Gloaming" very ,
w7fong oe remembered. Willis Gould
effectively.
.
, - ,
"
— >oa
'39, veteran
The floor chorus consists of the following students: Mary Chase 88,
ffi Waterhouse '38, Valentine Wiland
TnS; '39 as Faulkland and
-38, Edward Howard '381, Mary T
JeTwheeTer
3 S Sir Lucius are
40, Martha Greenlaw,
40,
V^'40,
Gr^l-£JM^
giving their first performance for
othy Pampel '40, Hazel Turner
Elizabeth MacGregor '40, Martha Bates people.
Robert
French '40 Frank Cooper 40. Robert
JSand '40 Roger Horton M0, David
H^we '39 Fred ^lly '39, Sylvia Poor
'41. Mary-Jean fealey 41, Brooks
Hamilton '41, William Barr 41, and
Malcolm Daggett '41.
The balcony chorus consisted of
Saturday, Mar. 12, is the date of the
Ruth Brown '39, Ruth R^0'™ '\9: annual formal event of the sophoNorma Watkins '39, LadtoM*n*W Zre class, the Soph Hop President
•39. Ruth Hooper '38, Helen Wood 38. TL vnn Bussey announced last mgnt.
C committee selected to arrange
Alice Neily '38, Parnel Bray 88. En**beth Radjperooni '38. Evelyn Jones
r indudes Judith Ashby, Joan
atnc
•38. Dorothy Kennedy '3«. Muriel Mew- i ■"
>* ^I
Janet Bridgham, P
siah '40, Constance Mullaly '40. Gen | water,
W«M».
Yeomans, Donald
vir(rinia
Virginia
ivieve Hawkins '40, Ruth Hawkins 40,,
Raymond Cool, tf?™an
oy>
Esther Strout '40, Esther Faiman to, Tardiff, Hamilton Dorman, and MaiEleanor Cook '40, Mary Gazonsky 40,
,
Hojme8-

Feb. 26 Set As Date
For Annual Soph Hop

[ Continued from Fm FonrJ
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Bavarian Skiers Compete
With Varsity, Exhibit
Entertain Friday

Inter-Dorm Competition on C.arcelon Field (starts at 10 sharp).

Concert Draws
Capacity Crowd

Pop Concert Has
Further Schedule

3

FEB.

2 :oo All-College Slide at Pole Hill.
6:00 Coeducational Banquet.
7 :oo-9:39 Open House and Dinner Dance at Chase Hall.
(Women's Union Open Until 8.30).

Team Out to Break Tie of Bill Crosby Hampered By
^t Year's Meet With
Knee Injury-Squad Short
HigH Score
On Guard Material
n..h Thompson's varsity tra'.k
One of the most important battles
Zg attempt to break that tie of the State Series basketball race
lean
J j ]asi year and send Gerry Tat- will take place tonight when the vartaotttrn team back to BosBos- sity five travels to Orono to meet the
• vortheastern
t0n
Vith defeat, Saturday afternoon
afternoon University of Maine.
The Black Bears, pre-season favor'ft»r the firs* dual meet of the 1938
ites to cop the title, have had very
The meet StartS at 1:45 With
Zso"little luck in their endeavors this sea' Bate5 will miss the services of last son, having won but one game, their
rtar'5 senior weight star, Tony Kish- only home start, in five attempts. On
• bu' "'ill have a strong group of a southern trip last week end. they
middle and long distance runners who lost on consecutive nights to Rhode
,rill make Captain George Leek and Island, Connecticut State, and Northeastern.
the other Husky runners hustle.
The margin of victory in the last
Wallace Leads Milers
game was only three points, however,
Dana Wallace will undoubtedly lead so it can be assumed that the Maine
•he milers to the tape as he did a team is about on a par with the Husvear, ago when he nosed out Hawk kies whom they defeated earlier in
Zamparelli. Eddie Howard and George the year, and who so completely routLrthcott will have to step in the 600, ed Bates last Jan. 8th. This, coupled
a^ihey will find Leek, who was sec- with the fact that they are back in
ond to Lythcott a year ago, and Grant their own lair, determined to even un
on the mark. Ed Mascianica, former the State standings, should make the
schoolboy star, is also entered in this Pale Blue a decided favorite.
erent. He led the freshman relay
Bobcats Battered
Mam last year at the Boston school
to a very successful season.
The Bobcats are in a somewhat batWith Win Keck definitely on the tered condition physically, despite the
shelf for a few weeks with his bron- fact they have had a week's rest since
chial trouble and with Lyn Bussey stopping Colby. Bill Crosby, regular
running in canvas shoes as a result of guard, injured his right knee in prac»sore foot, the Bates team hopes that tice last week and will probably not
Shanker, Warren, and Mascianjca ire be up to his usual efficient play. In
not up to the usual speed of North- addition, the shifting of Norman Tareastern dashmen. Eddie Howard, diff to forward and the resignation of
who was third in this event last year, Brud Morin from the squad has causis also entered.
ed a shortage of guard material. Gus
Clough and Art Wilder have been
Tabor, Luukko Jumping
Danny Miles, Northeastern, New bolstering Austin Briggs, Howie Ken
ney, and Bill Dunlevy, the remaining
England high jump champ, is tripling
up this vear in the high jump, hur- backs.
Larry Doyle is again playing cendles, and broad jump. He will find
ter behind Johnny Woodbury and Ray
Bill Luukko entered in all three Cool while Ted Nowak, Joe Canavan,
events. Royce Tabor is Bates' num- and Lenny Jobrack are battling for
ber 1 high jumper, who will force the alternate forward positions with
\>sm^ v> do at least six feet to win. Tardiff and Vic Stover, the probable
The Me» trio of Luukko, Lythcott,
and Howard, who seem well on the starters.
Maine Stars
road to making the mile relay team
Maine has several stars who will
which will go to the K. of C. Meet the
last of the month, will find opposition
t Continued on Pag* Three)
in the SCO from Gardiner Holmes, who
will be running his first varsity race.
Two sophomores, Harry Shepherd and
Charlie Crooker, are Coach Thomp-

-
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The first swimming team in the history of the college, officially recognized by the Athletic Committee at
the meeting last week, opens its season tonight at Brunswick against the
Bowdoin J. V.'s. Part of the schedule
was released yesterday afternoon.
Al Hagstrom '38, former New York
City high school sprints champion,
Johnny White '39, Auburn back-stroker, and Warner Bracken '41, last year
Hebron captain, are among the sure
point winners.
1'nknown quantities on the team
include Clark Sawyer '38, Bob Hulsizer '40. Johnny Anderson '41, Hal
Goodspeed '40. and Dave Moser '40.
The schedule arranged to date includes: Jan. 21, Portland YMCA and
Junior College at Auburn; Feb. 8, at
Hebron; 12, Bowdoin J. V.'s; 19, Hebron; 26, Bowdoin Swimming Carnival; March 26, Portland Boys' Club.
Other meets are pending with Portland Boys' Club at Portland, the "Y"
All-Stars, and with the Portland
YMCA and Junior College at Portland.

Low Rankers Swing
High at "D" Dance
Chase Hall should be the scene
of much merry-making this Saturday night as Howard Becker '38,
in charge of Saturday night
dances, has announced that the
frolic will be in the nature of a
Flunk Out dance—a sort of Commencement Hop for all students
with a D average. It seems most
appropriate, since it is at this
time of year that we are most apt
to recall the warning of an eminent law professor who said,
"Gentlemen, look well at the man
on your left and the man on your
right because next year one of
you will not be here." We'll see
you there.

The next issue of the STUDENT, dedicated to the 1938
Winter Carnival, will appear on
campus Thursday morning, Feb.
3, editor John Leard announced
yesterday afternoon.
The edition following the carnival issue has been scheduled
for campus appearance, Wednesday, Feb. 16, omitting the Feb. 9
issue. National advertising arrangements necessitate the setting of this date.

Kendall Spikes
A.A. Head Rumor
The athletic department yesterday
afternoon denied a report published
in a Portland paper Tuesday morning
to the effect that a successor to Oliver
F. Cutts, director of athletics who has
been ill since the summer, was abfiut
to be named to take over duties in the
fall.
A statement issued Tuesday afternoon by Prof. Raymond L Kendall,
acting director of athletics, declared
"There is no vacancy in the department of physical education at Bates
College at the present time." Professor Kendall said that consequently
any statements that may be, made as
to possible successors to Mr. Cutts
are entirely unofficial and unauthorized." When and if such an announcement is made, should Mr. Cutts be
unable to resume his duties, that announcement will originate in the office
of Pres. Clifton D. Gray, as do all notices of appointments to the college
staff," the statement concluded.
The published newspaper report
said Ernest M. Moore, graduate in the
class of 1915, would be selected.
Moore is assistant headmaster at Wilbraham Academy.

Pres. Gray Sets Out
On Nation-Wide Trip

Bates College has lived within its
means for the past few years, is living so now, and will continue to keep
within its financial bounds in the future, was the cheering report of William B. Skelton, chairman of the finance committee, at the Board of
Trustee's winter meeting in Chase
Hall, Saturday.
Not only on the financial side, but
also on the side of the underclassmen,
was improvement reported. Pres.
Clifton D. Gray made his official announcement to the trustees that the
enrollment of Bates has gone from
611, last year's figure, to 669, this
year's total number of students. Pres.
Gray announced the retirement" of
Prof. Grosvenor M. Robinson at the
close of this year, and also presented
the data on Prof. Blanche T. Gilbert,
at present on leave of absence, whose
return to classes next fall is not yet
determined.
Prof. R. R. N. Gould, of the history
and government department,~will definitely return next semester, having
recuperated from a long period of illness, it was learned at the meeting.
The return of the convalescing Prof.
Oliver F. Cutts to his duties in ath-1
letic management and hygiene is expected and hoped for, but it is most
likely that, if Prof. Cutts does return
next semester, he will not undertake
all the work he had been doing previous to his illness.
Clair E. Turner, chairman of the
education policy of the Board of
Trustees, gave a report of the progress of the committee in studying the
aims and courses of liberal arts colleges with the view of making changes
in our own curriculum.
Willis A. Trafton presented a memorial to the late Henry W. Oakes of
Auburn, a former trustee. William F.
Garcelon was appointed to prepare a
memorial to Frank H. Briggs, who resigned last year. This memorial will
be presented at the June meeting.
The trustees present at the meeting included Dr. Clifton D. Gray,
president of the board; George W.
Lane Jr., of Lewiston, secretary; William F. Garcelon, of Boston; Willis A.

Pres. Clifton D. Gray left the chill
of Maine, Saturday, for the warmth
of California, following along a route
that will bring him into contact with
prominent Bates centers in this country, especially at Chicago and Los Angeles.
Meeting with alumni organizations
as much as possible, Dr. Gray will
make Los Angeles his "stopping over
place before his eastward return.
While in that city, he will be the guest
of W. Bertrand Stevens '06, who is the
present Bishop of the Los Angeles
diocese of the Episcopal Church.
The entire journey, according to
nresent nlans will take approximatel, tVrpe weeks

Forty Couples Attend
Student Gov. Tea
Forty couples attended the Student
Government coed tea Sunday afternoon. The color scheme was carried
out in red and white flowers and red
candles.
Freshman girls served the refreshments, and Mrs. Knapp, Mrs. Curtis,
Mrs. Bertocci. and Mrs. Sawyer poured while their respective husbands
chatted with the eds and coeds
The committee was Dorothy Weeks
•39, chairman, assisted by Kathenne
Gould '40.

CARNIVAL HOP COMES
SATURDAY EVENING
The program for the 19th Winter
Carnival of the Bates Outing Club, to
be held from Thursday, Feb. 3,
through Sunday, Feb. 6, was approved
this week by the Social Functions
Committee.
Since so few exams are scheduled
for Thursday afternoon and those being of the two-hour variety, the program starts then with an All-College
slide on the slopes of Pole Hill. That
evening, the annual Coed Banquet,
Open House, and Tea Dance are to be
conducted with the Bobcats furnishing
the music, and President Gray, if he
returns in time from his trip, crowning the 1938 queen at 8:30 p. m.
Friday morning is one of the highlights of the carnival with the annual
Inter-Dorm competition affording the
skating, skiing, and snowshoeing enthusiasts ample opportunity to demonstrate their versatility. Events are
scheduled to start at 10 a. m. sharp,
since a full morning's program is being arranged by Dick Martin and Ruth
Hamlin.
Bavarian Skiers
The Bavarian Ski group compete in
an exhibition with the Bates team,
which defeated Bowdoin, on the slopes
of Mt. David in the afternoon and put
on an exhibition under flood lights at
7 p- m. At 8 p. m., Bavarian Night
of the Carnival is to be held in the
Gymnasium, with the visitors giving
an entertainment which includes
shuhpratting, instrumental playing,
dancing, and yodeling—all in native
Bavarian costume. They have also
promised to show some exceptional
action shots of some of the more important European ski meets taken in
the Alps and elsewhere. Admission
is to be twenty-five cents for students
and faculty and fifty cents for the
general public. Tickets will be on
sale at the College Book Store for students.
All-College Skate
Following the entertainment is the
All-College skate, which will be accompanied as usual by recorded music.

(Continued on Pas* Four]
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Plea For Fair Play"
Made By Japanese

"What Japan asks is a plea for fair
play and cooperation," was the state
ment made by Dr. Walter Oshima,
professor of philosophy at Meiji University, Tokyo, Japan, in the speech
which he presented in the Chapel,
Monday evening.
Dr. Oshima, presenting the Japanese side of the Far Eastern conflict,
declared, "Japan has been unfairly
criticized as the aggressor." The
present conflict is not a war against
the
Chinese people, but against the
warlords of China. The Japanese people as a whole were unprepared for
this conflict and opposed to it. The
war is one of self-defense—"not of
aggression, but of progression"—
against the danger of materialistic
communism (which would destroy the
family relationships in Japan, and the
Church), and also against Chinese
militarism which has joined forces
with communism.
Following the lecture, a group of interested students met at Hacker
House for an hour's informal "bullsession" with Mr. Masato Inouye, private secretary of Dr. Oshima and a
student in the Department of Law at
Meiji University. At this time, several interesting sidelights of the question were revealed

(Continuod on F&c« Two|

Bates Round Table
Will Meet Friday
The Bates Round Table will hold its
fifth meeting of the year next Friday night, Jan. 21, at eight o'clock,
in the Women's Locker Building.
The program will consist of a talk
by Miss Margaret Fahrenholz of the
Physical Education Department for
Women, entitled "The Background of
Modern Dance." Following this a demonstration by the Bates College Dance
Club will be given.
Miss Lena Walmsley is chairman
of the affair, and the hosts include
Miss Eaton, Mr. and Mrs. Rowe, Mr.
and Mrs. Sawyer, and Mr. and Mrs.
Whitbeck.

Roger Billyans
Stage Party
More than 30 couples attended the
Roger "Billyan" cabin party at
Thorncrag last night. Since rules decreed that Thorncrag must be evacuated around 9 o'clock the party left
in the afternoon in order to spend
some time tobogganing and skiing.
Sizzling hamburgers and steaming
cocoa warmed the outdoor-enthusiasts, and the evening was spent with
games and songs.

Drake Announces
Radio Skit Contest
Three prizes will be awarded the
writers of the three best plays submitted in the 1938 Drake University
Radio Department Contest, Prof. Edwin G. Barrett, Drake radio instructor, stated recently.
Any college student in the United
States may enter the contest. First
prize is $35; second, $10; and third,
$5. Any type of play may be written,
but it must, be timed to play either
13 or 26 minutes. All manuscripts
must be in by March 15, 1938, stressed Prof. Barrett.
The purpose of the contest, according to the radio instructor, is "to encourage young writers to make a serious study of dramatic writing for
the medium of the radio."
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THE
BATES STUDENT
(TeL 8-4121)

Editor

Bates Professors DiscUsj
The Ludlow Amending

By Lea

Campus Camera

John E. Leard '38

(STUDENT Office Tel. 4490)
(The Auburn News TeL 3010)
Assistant: William Torrey '38. Staff: Leonard Jobrack '39, Donald Williams
'39, Lois Philbrick '39, Ruth Robbins '39, Robert Hulsizer '40, Mane Dodge
'40, Pauline Chayer '40.
Assistants: Wilfred Howland '40, Brooks Hamilton '41, Frances Wallace 41,
Marjorie Moulton '41, Harold Goodspeed '40.
News Editor

(TeL 8-3364)

Roland Martone '39

Departmental assistants: Science, John Kenney '39; Alumni, Robert Hulsizer '40; Debating, I'aul Stewart '38. Reporters: Mark Lelyveld 40.
Ira Nahikian '40.
Assistants: Russell Armstrong Jr. '41, Arthur Austin 41, Roger Bisbee
'41, Frank Brown '41, Brooks Hamilton '41, David Nichols '41, Leslie
Warren '41.
Women's Editor
(TeL 3207)
Marion Welsch '38
Departmental assistants: Features, Helen Dickinson '38; Society, Margaret
Bennett '38; Exchanges, Mary Dale '38; From the News: Irene Lee 38,
W. A. A., Eleanor Smart '39.
Reporters: Luth Robbins '39, Lois Philbrick '39, Pauline Chayer 40, Caroline
Hayden '40, Barbara Buker '39, Patricia Hall '39, Dorothy Collins 39.
Assistants: Annetta Barrus '41, Jean Blanchard '41, Roberta Evans 41.
Marjorie Moulton '41, Aino Puranen '41, Mary Jean Sealey '41, IrancsWallace '41.
SportsEditor
(TeL 8-4121)
Samuel E. Leard '38
Reporters- George Lythcott '39, Leonard Jobrack '39, John McCue '40, Howard Kenney '40, John Wilson '40, Mark Lelyveld '40
■■
Assistants: Sumner Tapper '40, Dwight DeWitt '41, Clinton Forstrom 41.
Dwight Quigley '41.
Staff Photographer
Business Manager

(TeL 2103-M)

¥H£ TOTAL VALUE OF THE 3000 FRATERNITY AND SORORITY HOUSES \K
TOE US IS «85,O00,000. THE AVERAGE HOUSE IS WORTH f 28.118.04 /

r&T *fil>

'A

FURNISHINGS
ALOME COST

♦11,000,000

[TUE AVERAGE HOUSE
\ MAS 24 ROOMS-

;->
■c^m

Richard Fullerton'38
Robert Chalmers '38

Advertising Manager
(TeL 8-3363)
Robert Rimmer '39
Department Assistants: Arthur Cummings '38, Oren Moser '39, John Nash
'39 Chester Parker '39, Raymond Cool '40, Richard Martin '40, James
Peliicani '40, Robert Plaisted™0, Richard Raymond '40, George Russell '40,
Ha ry Shepherd '40, Raymond Cool '40, George Russell '40 Stantoy Austin
•41 Francis Bernaeur '41, Warren Drury '41, Leo Mulhearn 41, George
Niece '41, David Nichols '41, Frederick Whitten 41.

_ J FRATERNITY aOUSE

/J%t _.333E^. M\ /-^\ M
^:\r- \
\
A.-e=S^^J>K,J

70% OF THE HOUSES HAVE j
TABLE TENNIS SETS- 44% <
HAVE &AME ROOMS/

EVERY
FRATERNITY KXJSE IN THB
COUNTiev POSSESSES
AT LEAST ONE CHAPTER-/
/
OWNED RADIO/

Sit up everyone and take notice . . .
the kitten has been looking around
this week, and it will be a long time
before it has another chance to tell
all. Pop Concert was the usual success . . . but we might wonder what
Maxine Urann was doing there with
Benny Piper . . . Gus Clough was voted by an overwhelming majority to
be the best and most pompous looking fellow on the floor ... it must
have been the "Tails". The Australians took the place by storm, and
one little girl, namely, Connie Goodwin, is still speaking with an English
accent. It was too bad that Charlie
Cook had to spoil so many dreams
though . . . little he knows probably.
These New Yorkers may have been
able to understand Marilyn Miller's
head-dress,but we Maineiacs thought
it was just another carrot bed.
Poor Lin Bussy will never lend his
best black shoes before a formal
again, I betcha.
What's Cool up to—getting letters
from the "Lonely Hearts Club"!
The whole freshman class of girls
signed out to the Biology Lab Monday
night to study for their semi-mid-year
. . .like froshettes of years gone by.
they never got to the place . . . but
funny thing, they all passed the
exam!

By Irene Lee '38

The matter of war and the declaration of war probably affects no greater class of people than it does the
generation referred to as "of college
With this view in mind, then,
arre"
the Ludlow Amendment, which advocated the transposition of the right
to declare war from Congress to the
American voting public is still an important factor despite its recent defeat.
Inasmuch as the opinions, both pro
and con, of the matter have already
been expressed in chapel from the
viewpoint of the collegian it is fitting
that professorial comments be stated.
Dr. Arthur N. Leonard, head^of the
German department, remarks, "I'm in
sympathy with the objectives of the
resolution but I doubt if they can be
carried out as the author of the bil1
expects."
Dr. Amos A. Hovey, of the history
department, says of the act, "I don't
see any advantages to be gained by
the Ludlow Amendment. It is based
on two assumptions in general: first,
that the people are more likely to
vote against war than Congress is;
second, that the people will vote more
wisely than Congress. In view of the
past, these assumptions are highly
questionable."
Prof. Brooks Quimby, debating
coach, remarks, "The purposes of the
act are excellent, but I'm afraid the
people backing it don't realize the susceptibility to propaganda of the American people. With the power of propaganda at work, the people would not
always vote sanely. I was a college
student during the last war, and knowhow young men and young women
react."
Prof. Lyle Glazier, of the English

Faculty Degrees From
England To Wisconsin}

For four long years the psych majors have been aching for their senior
trip to the looney house up in AuPublished Wednesday during the college
CMtie Publid-rt Reprfsentatw.
gusta—and now Doc Britan gets sick
by
Students
of
Bates
College.
420
MAD.SON
AVE.
NEW
YORK.
N
Y
year
and the trip is called off; but what's
C.o.o - BO..O- - LO. .-O.LE. - S" F...C.CO
the difference, just let the class observe some of the whacky freshmen
and then take a trip to the padded
Most of us in college like to think
cells of Parker and the observations
1937
Member
1938 Entered as second-class matter at the
of ourselves sometime in the future
Post Office, Lewiston, Maine.
will be the same anyway.
with several degrees tacked onto our
FAssociakxi Golle6»ate Pre»
Best regards from Alice N. to names. It gives us a feeling of suSubscription . . .
$2.50 per year
Dutnbutof *i
Prexy Jr. will reach him through periority, however false such an asin advance
Prexy Sr., inasmuch as the Doc is sumption may be, and however much
heading west to sunny Cal.
we are told that education is not
In a more serious note, while the measured by degrees even if it does
orchids are being handed out, our big- come by degrees.
The faculty at Bates is rich in degest bouquet goes to Joan Burnheimer, kindly, generous, coed with a smile grees from universities all over the
for everyone. In the four years we country. Seventeen members have
Students might well be surprised at the figures given in Chapel by
have known her she has never had a doctors' degrees, and like grapes, they
Mr. Rowe Monday as indicative of the change in the number of social
come in bunches from the same unidisparaging remark for anyone.
versity. From the University of ChiGovernment-Uwned Utilities?
functions on the campus in the last 30 years.
cago come Doctors Gray, Hovey,
Wendell L. Wilkie, president of tne
Woodcock, Myhrman, and Zerby.
Last vear, according to his compilation, approximately 535 group yi,it>7,SlS,Uu0 Commonwealth
CLUB NOTES
and
From far away University of WisconSouthern
Corporation,
desperately
oibookings were made on the social functions calendar
The break-down
sin come Doctors Sweet and Thomas;
lers to sell the vast utilities system
From Brown comes Dr. Leonard;
Der Deutsche Verein
included nine assemblies and rallies, 47 men's athletic bookmgs .6 foot- he represents, to the government. He j
Tufts, Dr. Whitehorne; University of
Prof.
Samuel
F.
Harms
addressed
cites
the
tact
that
tne
1VA
has
al|
ball - cross-country, 20 baseball. 6 track, 4 spring track, 6 basketball.
the Deutsche Verein at their J.an. 18 Toronto, Dr. Lawrance; Harvard, Drs.
ready made such tremendous inroads 1
* tenni<), 7 women's athletics; 19 vesj^rs. forums, sings; 12 lectures, into his corporation that it faces ruin.
meeting in his home. The subject of Wright and Sawyer; Teachers' Colhis speech was his recent trip to Eu- lege, Columbia University, Drs. Maconcerts; 17 debates, prize speakings; 6 plays, including "Foll.es
35 Mr. Wilkie s statement is in answer |
bee and McDonald; Johns Hopkins,
rope.
dances n hikes, mountain climbs, open houses; 97 banquets, teas, cabin to President Roosevelt's ultimatum
Dr. Fisher: Yale, Dr. Britan; Boston
tnat holding companies with their atLawrance Chemical
University, 1'. Bertocci. So we have
parties, receptions. Women's Union affairs; and an estimated 275 or more, tendant evils must go.
Movies will be shown to Lawrance representatives from colleges of the
Robert
Jackson,
the
President's
right
club meetings, stunt nights, initiations. These figures, Mr. Rowe added,
Chemical members at their meeting Middle West, Canada, New York, New
hand man in this war against monopthis evening. The film, shown through England, and down South.
are exclusive of practices, rehearsals, out of town games, debates, con- olies, demands the elimination of
the courtesy of the DuPont Company, j
ventions, trips, etc., committee and board meetings, and such series of "parasitic absentee concentration of Japanese Leaders Stress Agreement will be explained by Dr. Lawrance.
ownership and management" which
On Far East Crisis
events as Back to Bates, Freshman Week, Carnival, Science Exhibit. threatens sound business.
Christian Service Club
Complete accord has been reached
It is an admitted fact that holding
Mothers' Week-End, and Mayoralty Campaign.
Prof- Lyle Glazier entertained the
between
the
Japanese
Cabinet
and
companies are not desirable in proService Club at its meeting last night
They do not. however, mean that Bates has gone social. There are moting the general welfare of the high military and naval authorities at the home of Prof. Fred Mabee.
on the Far Eastern situation. Their
The annual inter-dorm basketball
still approximately two hours of compulsory class work to one of op- public. Their monopolistic and imper- avowed purpose to attain its ultimate Prof. Glazier also gave a lecture on tournaments will be held during next
sonal tendencies tend to crush out all
music.
tional extra-curricular functions. A study of the Bates organizations, initiative on the part of small enter- goal: the permanent peace of East
two weeks, the games being played at
Asia, has been reaffirmed.
Camera Club
4:30 in Rand Hall Gym. While the
large and small, shows different groups of students leading the special prises, and lead to high prices an 1
financial bureaucracies. Despite (he
Films were displayed to the Camera Student Government and BCA serve
Nathaniel Peffer, authority on Asian
interest activities, in which Mr. Rowe noted the greatest increase over cries of the conservative and reac- affairs, believes that China's unex- Ciub at their Monday night meeting. cocoa, WAA will furnish the enterthe 1908 program. The Lecture and Concert Scries, when it started tionary elements of the country that pected resistance has given pause to Plans were made for a trip to the tainment, which is to serve as relaxgovernment-owned utilities opens the Japan, who must not only face prob- Dora Clark Tash studio in the near ation from the mid-yearsnearly two years ago. took care of the superfluity of mediocre talks which door to subversive forms of commuable failure to win submission from future.
Each dorm and the town girls will
were'ereeping into the calendar. Although the total of 535 group book- nism, it must be realized that the wel- the Chinese, but the threat of long
Jordan Scientific Club
make up a team from experienced or
fare
of
the
whole
should
be
the
paraguerrilla
warfare
from
the
Commuings seems almost absurd, one should consider that 472 of these activities
Prof. Percy Wilkins spoke on "The inexperienced players, as the case may
mount issue, regardless of the names nists. The autonomous governments
are, strictly speaking, limited rather than all-college affairs. Thus there which may be attached to progressive and peace preservation commission Practical Application of Mathematics" be. A game is played each night, just
set up in each of the new puppet at last nights meeting of the club. before supper, until the winner is demay not be too many activities on the program. Quality, however, is still measures.
Perhaps it is a significant point to states, Manchukuo, Peiping, and Nan- Paul Buchanan '38 was program termined.
another problem.
mention here that the National As- king, are also expensive devices to chairman.
The annual tournament, which was
sembly at Oxford, Ohio, considered
re-established after nine years by
Mr. Roue's suggested standards of evaluation should be taken se- Marxian principles as being the most maintain. The Chinese have left nothing of value in their retreat into the
Kathryn Thomas '37, has proved a
riously by leaders of each campus group seeking a spot on the campus nearly Christian today.
ALUMNI NOTES
interior, so that only devastated
success in the last two years. The neareas
and
despoiled
towns
are
left
to
social calendar.
cessity of having two full teams, and
the invaders, to further drain their
the need of a cheering section gives
Three
recent
Bates
graduates
have
Hoover's Peace Program
treasuries for rehabilitation purposes.
A campus activity:
everyone in each dorm a chance to
The issue of war and peace looms One wonders whether Japan can carry struck another chip in making a niche
participate.
1. must provide opportunity for enjoyment, fellowship.
largely today. Last Saturday, Ex- her burden very long even if plans for themselves in the dramatic field.
President Hoover added his commen- have been made for a four-year war. Edwin Milk '31, now Edwin Gordon,
friendship.
Last year's tournament was won by
has been cast as an old backwoods fa2. must have a well-defined objective which will require
ther in the Claire Tree Major's Chil- the Cheneyites, with a scant three
ren|s Theatre production of "Captive point lead. The previous game with
something of its members.
Street, and the final between
Maid", a story of the early American Frye
,
3. must emphasize service to the College, including possible
Indian. Mr. Gordon is also doubling i >^nd and Cheney were a fitting cull ha,f of ,n
alumni relationships.
for a stalwart young Indian chieftain. ' lnatlon for a week
"
The company is starting an extended tense competition.
4. should relate to the educational obligation of the College
tour the 25th of January.
This year the old combinations are
to make the four campus years contribute to the harIn a recent correspondence with mostly broken up, and unless the
By Marjorie Moulton '41
forgotten, but I'm not going to stay Prof. Robinson, Mr. Gordon added that freshmen
monious development of scholarship, personality, and
are
unequally
divided
up all night, and I'm going to sef to it he and five other aspiring actors were among the houses this year, the games
"No!
I
can't
go!
I
don't
care
if
it
character.
that
I
do
plenty
to
relieve
my
mind
in
living
in
a
two-room
apartment
in
should be closer than ever this season.
is a good picture. No. I am NOT gobetween times!"
New York and getting fat on their The games are open to both sides of
These criteria should lie applied to organizations as they ARE. not ing! Well, gee whiz, I can't help it if
own cooking.
it is short, I've got to study. What
the campus, and good cheering secas thev are INTENDED to be. In reconsidering their functions and for? Hey! Don't you remember that And A Sophomore:
Geoffrey Lind '30, after playing a tions are essential.
"I got ready for exams this year by
role in the social set-up of the college program, some organizations will exams are coming? I haven't even studying during Christmas! It's a leading part in "Br-ther Rat", is in
Hollywood with a tr ion picture confind they are straying from their original purpose, that they are no longer begun to learn my French vocab yet! good idea!" (Is Christmas a time for tract.
We'll be back by ten? Are you sure? vacation from books, or should one
CALENDAR
trying to see how the) should or can fit in with the educational objectives, Yeah, I guess that will give me time study?) "I memorized my Geology
Miss F- Nan Well. '35 was elected
that they consider their own group to the exclusion of the College. On the to do it, and I really do like to see Book—no kidding!" It must take president of the Dramatic Section at
good-movies! O. K-, but if I "flunk,
other hand, some organizations, like the Christian Association, can use you can have the bjame on your soul, courage and will power to stay at the New Hampshire State Teachers-' Wednesday. Jan. 19
home and study but it won't do any Convention. She has formed a very
8:00 Basketball, Varsity vs. U. of
the same.criteria and point with pride to their record of providing oppor- not mine!"
good now to think of what we might active dramatic club. At Christmas
M.; Orono.
time they presented Dickens' "ChristHave you ever heard a telephone have done last year.
tunities for enjoyment and fellowship, furnishing service to the students
mas Carol". They have also present- Friday, Jan. 21
conversation like that? Why worry A Junior says:
and College, and aiming toward definite objectives, not unallied with the
ed "Grandma Pulls the Strings", and
3:30 Track, Frosh vs. S. Portland;
about exams anyway! Everyone al"Start out with a well-organized are preparing "The Cat and the Caeducational aim of the College.
Cageways manages to survive them,
8:00 Round Table meeting; Little
though perhaps if we didn't live schedule, so that you know just when nary".
To demand the dissolution of any of the particular organizations on through them and find out our grades you are studying each subject." If a
Theatre.
person should do that they would nevcampus is neither our aim nor our duty. Each group can best judge for we would go with greater happiness er leave out important items that they one else on four or five important Saturday, Jan. 22
facts:
to our graves! Exams are inevitable,
1:45 Track, Varsity vs. Northeastitself whether it should survive or die. Does your organization meet onl v so let's see if we can find some advice had planned to look over just once
1 Organize your study time.
m
ern: Cage.
ore.
One
girl
fills
a
bath
tub
with
because, it is scheduled, not because a well planned program has been as to how to study for them.
2 Don't stay up late 3 you can
2:30 Running Events.
nice soft pillows and studies at her
help it.
7:45 Chase Hall Dance.
arranged? Or does your organization point with pride to the programs From a Freshman:
ease, with notes, books, and pencils
3. Plan some recreation to relieve
scattered
all
about
her.
When
Finals
Monday,
Jan. 24
"Oh, I'm not going to study very
it has fyrnished? If it is failing in its duties to the members and to the
the terrible "mental strain".
Exams begin.
much! I think that the upperclass- come just fill the bath tub up with
4.
Have
the
atmosphere
conducive
college, jt should reconsider or close its books. If its record is good on
men are making them sound worse water and you can keep cool even if
to study. (In other words, Saturday, Jan. 29
the basis of the suggested criteria, it should endeavor to maintain its than they really are to give us a scare. the thermometer soars to the terrific
keep your roommate quiet.)
K. of C. Relays; Boston.
Of course, I'll have to study a little height of 117 degrees!
standards of success.
5: And above all, don't do last min7:00 p. m. Mile and two-mile teams
bit to brush up on what I may have
Nearly everyone agrees with everyute cramming!
compete.

NationalAdvertisingService,lnc.

Golle6iciteDi6e5.

To

Be or Not to Be

Supreme Court
Justice Sutherland's retirement from
the Supreme Court bench has given a
solution to Roosevelt's former proposed court reorganization plan. The
nomination of Solicitor General Stanley Reed to the new vacancy will augment the liberal forces of the judiciary department. In contrast with
I the market controversy which accompanied Justice Hugo Black's ascension to the Bench, there is only cordial respect for Mr. Reed. Both Republicans and Democrats heartily endorse his appointment. His past record reveals his realistic and discriminating activities on various phases
of New Deal legislation.

dable opinion to those of pacifists,
warlords, and politicians. He urges
first of all that the United States arm
for peace, so that we may be respected "not only for our justice, but for
our strength"; such arms, however,
should be limited to "repel aggression from the Western Hemisphere."
Foreign wars should be shunned by
the country, which is urged to maintain a policy of neutrality. This would
be further extended to non-participation in embargoes, boycotts, or any
economic sanctions.
Regarding future constructive action, Mr. Hoover suggests that "we
should cooperate in sane international effort to advance the economic
and social welfare of the world . . .
and by every device and on every opportunity cooperate with other nations
to exert moral force and build pacific
agencies to preserve peace or end conflict in the world." Such a peace policy is both wise and farsighted. The
United States as a moral force in intemational affairs would be a factor
to reckon with> if only she had the en_
iarged outlook and willingness to volunteer her cooperation. Washington's
admonition to escape "entangling alijances" may h^g wen been applicable to his day, but H38 demands a
new perspective and a new policy to
save the world from chaos.

department, says, "1 am ,
the publics side in matters ."i
of peace."
°i*ar,
Prof. R. R. x. Gould
government professor, stat« ^'
from Miss Pulsifer's cw3 9
and 1 will o.k. the stateSJ'S
sincerely opposed to the am«,;J4
Prof. Angelo Bertocci of ,SSl
department, expressed th
"•
that the "Ludlow AmendmeV-N
worth a great deal of (
discus, ,
and then decisions con
"nccrnJB,"^
be made."
Dr. Peter Bertocci, p„ycholft,* ,
marks, "Since the forces PI
war would probably control"""t
ganda favoring war. the f**!
Amendment would lose its eff*'
ness in actual practice."
S
Dr. Halbert H. Britan. also ■
psychology department. belier.,i|
too cumbersome a nu-asure 1 .
successful one. Situations g^i '
come unexpectedly. The '1^ *""
public is not always vri*Ta. 1
opinion of an intellige
circumstances."
Prof. Samuel F. Harms. of Jl
Spanish department, n-niarb. «,J
disappointed in its defeat. \fj'*|
by "We" I mean other nations^?!
America—are tired of raishj^
children to be killed. It is aW.
that the matter of war wentinh,
lie hands, since it is the publicity
suffers. America should takefcij]
in making this move, and ofc 7
tions should follow."
Prof. Robert D. Seward, 4 J
French department, believes tkan
amendment will hamper actuals.
tical relations with foreijm ratiod
its theory of isolation, but I „J
favor of the feeling behind it."

Two Masters from Bites
Masters come from an equally ijj
range geographically. From BitJ
Professors Robinson and KendallJ
ceived their degrees. Harvard boa
a large delegation, consistinc: of
fessors Knapp, Pomeroy, Ramsd
Carroll, Harms, Quimby, A. Bertoj
and Buschmann. Vale conferred (
grees on Professors Chase and I
kelman; Columbia University on J
fessors Gould, Walmsley. Whitl
Teachers' College at Columbii 1
Dean Clark; Hillsdale College,]
on Mrs. Gilbert; N- Y- U on Co)
Morey and Spinks. The Case:
of Applied Science sends
Wilkins; Tulane sends Professorirl
ard; Grennell sends Professori"-1
lett; Middlebury gives us oursifj
instructors. Professors Kiir.bi.t
Glazier.
Bachelors represent Bates 2
person of Coach Thompson: Ral
Sage College, with Miss FahresKJ
and Oxford with. Professor McGft |
From England to Wisconsin 1
from Louisiana to Canada, our fi'J
ty march, bearing degrees india
of their graduate academic experial

Co-ed Inter-Dorm
Bates Grad Honored
Hoop Tournament
For Poetry Worl

Exams Will Swamp You
If You Don't Watch Out

Miss F. Marion 1/mgee alumnal
the class of 1914 and at present]
professor of chemistry a; A'^fl
College in Keuka Park, X. l'.S<»
of the two Maine writers hwm W|
having their literary produrtio"5
eluded in the "Crown Anthology ^
Verse", a standard compilation1
?ontemporary poetry.
—
Miss Lougee, whose work- -"J
been published in "American^
Poetry", 1936; "Yearbook of Co*»l
porary Poetry", 1937; and "Ame»
Speaking, Please", won her pj««*
the Anthologv with, her poem, "*
light Fantasy."
After graduating from !
1
-Miss Lougee received her A*.
Ph.D. degrees from the Universe
Illinois.

Bates Winter Carnival
ICoDU■lu.ii^«I>r«•0,"1

Saturday morning the Bav«uM:.
to have breakfast with a group" I
vanced German students who win |
after skiing to Thorncr*
n
Nancy HaushiU will >wd *hoei tnl
field hockey game on sno»>
J
next morning, with A«'-"J
1
,0
footballers due to fall ^ 7^il
turf at 10:45. The afternoon 9
devoted to the winter spo"
unst a
which will compete agamof alumni headed b? 0>rse •
Charlie Page, and several otn
what may be a triangular me*
Bowdoin.
Gala Carnival IIoP
j,
The Carnival Hop, wlth„hS.|
Smith and Bob Morris in t^j
scheduled for Saturday nll-'n'' '
full edition of Bobcats P«s,d^j«|
awards for the inter-dorm >**%
tion will be made by the r»j|
queen during the intermission J
fore the grand march.
. ,,
The onlv event scheduled to
day is open house at Thorny
is the custom for all to sK
v,l
out to enjov the refreshment^* ^m
pitality offered at the Outing
cabin.
1 hetl
It is hoped that m"6.3'^^
sculptures will be made t>\
men's and women's Aor~t\t»
Street, which almost won la-i■■
determined to cop top h0 ,he «i|
Rand is seeking to return to ^ ■
ning column after a year s an- ^1
is reported that both East an^j
Parker have plans under way,
Roger Bill, J. B., and the off-**
women.
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flate? Varsity Ski Team Shows Superiority To Bowdoin
\. "^TcL^-c

SPORT

IVarsity Skiers
geat Bowdoin

SHOTS

By Sam Leard '38

Coorssen Scores 20 Points To Lead
Frosh Eligible For R
Relayers
elayers Prepare
Freshmen In Win Over Thornton
Varsity Action For K. of C. Meet

High Hoop Hilarity
set-up which would be of help to Bates
The faculty committee on athletics
The gymnasium rafters never re- Although it is traditional that we have
decided at its last meeting to allow
sounded in their twelve years of varsity sports which draw crowds as
standing as they did after Coach Ray well as bands, cheerleaders, and freshmen to play basketball second
»
Thompson of the track team, the tim- crowds, we should get a more enthusi- semester if Coach Buck Spinks
ta
er, shot off the final blank cartridge astic inter-dorm or class athletic pro- chooses to use them. This may mean
to announce the first Bates varsity gram. These programs don't go over, the rearrangement of their schedule,
basketball victory of 1938—that over not because of coach enthusiasm, but with a possibility that the rest of the
because of student backing. The woColby.
They talk about people, particular- men's program with mid-year inter- freshman schedule will be played by a
„,tes varsity ski team returned ly professors, being absent-minded, dorm basketball games draws more junior varsity team consisting of the
The
,-collegi -te competition for the and I guess that is correct. Forget- comment on the coed side of the" cam- freshman squad and the best from the
»intC,"e since 1934, Saturday, with a ting that there were two empty bar- pus than many of the varsity games. inter-class league and subs on the
P '- 2-3 victory ov.er Bowdoin.
rels in his gun, Thompson wondered The men of Bates seem to have an ac- varsity who have not seen any com„ the first three places on the why it took three pulls of the trigge. tive off-campus aggregation which
would certainly be well represented. petition.
I TaDa
n!vid iomP in the morninK- the to end the game. It is rumored that East Parker Hall Association showed
iled in the afternoon to the game might have ended when ColMike Buccigross, freshman football
Mte;.,ied
I t»w p „:ii uid
id still further showed by was nearing its end of the floor, spirit .last year. It is not too early player, was advised by the committee
r
n
.
..
to
get
your
teams
together
for
the
Turner
n the slalom and down- rather than right under the basket in
inter-dorm competition in Carnival not to play hockey for the local St.
suptffj Bailey '38 and Dick Thomp- such a treacherous position.
hil'- ' ea,,n with a tie for first and
Ted Curtis, Maine athletic director and the spring baseball inter-class Doms team, since it is not the policy
50
°- .„ their credit, led the Bates wrote to the athletic department last leagues. Could you picture Bates hav- of the school to have freshmen get
0 sin w. .
week saying that almost all of the ing 8 encounters on a week end for too many outside activities which will
"Sj Goodwin '38 was -econd in 1800 reserved seats for the Maine- for Bates inter-class and inter-dorm hinder their required time of study.
.Loire event and was tied lor Bates basketball tussle had already teams ? The speaker pointed out that
It also decided to sponsor swimming
•*!ta the downhill race.
Ken been sold. This is even after Maine Melbourne had as many as 35 games
a minor sport. Letters will be
cl
took
the
wrong
end
of
a
60-26
score
• "'° m of Bates was third in the
in a week end which included few in-1 awarded for this sport after the seuat
Rhode
Island
State.
STia which BUM placed the first
ter-college games.
son, which calls for ten meets.
Site men.
The summary:
Bates Has Water Wings
' . p. 1, Bailey (B), 69.2 pts.; 2,
Interest and enthusiasm was refiX IB). 6S.7 pts.; 3, Snowe (B), waraed last week when the Faculty
1
*Tots. Whitehille (Bow), 66.4 pts. Committee on Athletics decided to
*lalom'- li Ba'ley and Thompson recognize swimming as a minor sport.
,tathBl, 512-5 sees-; 3, Bass (Bow), Harold White, who will coach Bates,
h-15 sees.; 4, Whitehille (Bow), is a mentor of wide experience. His
son, Johnny, is a backstroker of no
Domhill: 1, Thompson (B), 17 mean ability. His brother is Bow* . Whitehille (Bow), 17 1-5 doin's number 1 free-styler, who
^'.'3 Ireland (B), 17 2-5 sees.; 4, should go places in the New EngAWSS (Bow), Goodwin (B), and lands this winter.
The rest of the
Whites have also sprouted watei
r.wp (Bow), 18 seessS«: Bates 25 1-3, Bo-wdoin 7 2-3. wings and will have their names in
the headlines for swimming before
many years—maybe for Bates, who
knows ?

,'38 and Thompson '41
5 i as Bates Returns to
Ski Competition

Frosh Hoopsters
Beat Lewiston

After leading 12-10 at the half, the
Bates freshman basketball team ue•eated Lewiston High, Saturday, 31121. mainly due to the work of Brud
I Witty, freshman center.
wittv, who has played consistent
bah all year, came through and scored five baskets in the last half to give
the Bates team their ten-point lead.
Jack Tewhey, the fair-haired Lewiston forward, made some excellent
shots as his team went down to defeat. Harrv Gorman had a poor night,
as the Lewiston guards covered him
so well that he was held scoreless.
The summary:
Bales Frosh
Gls Fls Pts
0
0
Corman. rf
0
0
0
vaierak. rf
0
3
11
MWi,\i
4
12
2
Witty, c
5
1
1
Hiskell.rg
0
3
1
Raftery. rg
1
Whitten, Itr •
O'Sullivan, lg

Lewiston High
Griffin, rf ...
Ii'otte. If ...
Tewhey, c • • Gibson, rg

Mathews. rg
Misle, lg
Michaud, lg

0
4
0
0
_
—
—
31
7
12
Gls Fls Pts
0
0
. 0
4
2
. 1
10
0
. 5
3
1
. 1
0
0
'
1
1
°
3
1
*
2
0

Led bv lanky George Coorssen, who Time: 1 min. 21.4 sees
During mid-years, Saturday, the
45-yard high hurdles—1, Coorssen
29th, the Bates mile and 2-mile relay- scored 20 points, the freshman track (B); 2, Goodchild (T); 3, Warren
teams will journey to Boston to com- team easily triumphed over Thornton (T). Time: 6.8 sees.
Academy Saturday afternoon, 67-41.
pete in the K. of C. Meet.
Mile run—1, Bragdon (T); 2. HousCoorssen amassed three firsts, a tie
Although Coach Thompson has not 45-yard low hurdles .tying for first in ton (B); 3, Pugsley (B). Time: 5
had enough trials to name his team the'broad jump, 46-yard high hurdles, min. 5 1-5 sees.
which will compete against the two 45-yard low hurdles! tying for first in I 300-yard run—1, Quigley (B); 2,
teams which will be named this week the high jump, and placing third in Bugbee (T); 3, tie, Morris and Daggett (both B). Time: 36 sees.
bv the K. of C. Council, it is expected the discus.
1000-yard run—O'Shaughnessy (B);
that Eddie Howard, Bill Luukko, and
Joe Shannon, with firsts in the 40George Lythcott, from last year's un- yard dash and the 600-yard run, was 2, Colpitts (T); 3, Drury (B). Time:
defeated team, will be three of the second highest scorer for the fresh- 2 min. 36 sees.
Shot put—1, Topham (B); 2, Bogmen, with Harry Shepherd and Don men. Goodchild of Thornton, with 13
Pomeroy the likely prospects to fill points, was Thornton's high point man. danowicz (B); 3, Tebbets (B). Disthe fourth place.
Freshmen won three other events, tance: 40 ft. 8 in.
High jump—Tie, Coorssen (B);
Al Rollins, Don Bridges, and Dana Topham the shot put, Bogdanowicz Goodchild (T); 3, triple tie, Ladd,
Wallace, together with Charlie Qrook- the discus, and O'Shaughnessy the
Stevenson and . Milliken (all T).
er, will be the outstanding prospects 1000-yard run.
Height: 5 ft. 9h in.
The summary:
for the two-mile team. A year ago at
Pole vault—1, tie, Goodchild, Lane,
40-yard dash—1, Shannon (B); 2,
the BAA Meet, the Bates two-mile
and Stevenson (all T). Height: 9 ft.
team, after Wallace and Bridges had Bugbee (T); 3, Quigley (B). Time:
Broad jump—1, Coorssen (B); 2,
run, was ahead of Harvard and sev- 5 sees45-yard low hurdles—1, Coorssen Bugbee (T); 3, Fairfield (T). Diseral other important teams. Al Pierce
tance: 19 ftand Charlie Graichen, together with (B); 2, Goodchild (T); 3, G Fairchild
Discus—1, Bogdanowicz; 2, Glover;
(T).
Time:
5.8
sees.
Dick DuWors, are also running the
600-vard run—1, Shannon (B); 3, Coorssen (all B). Distance: 98 ft.
middle distances in a hope of making
2, Quigley (B); 3, Sandborn (T). 7 in.
the grade.

Australian Comparisons
Aren't Odious
We might draw some conclusions
from Alan Benjamin's chapel speech
last week on the Australian athletic

Frosh Trackmen
Seek 2nd Victory
Bates freshman track team members will seek their second victory on
Friday afternoon when they meet
South Portland High School in the
Bates cage at 3:30 p. mSouth Portland lost to Maine Saturday, 81-18, which indicates that the
Thompson-coached team should have
little trouble in gaining a victory. Kelley of South Portland was third in the
mile, which was won in 5 min., 55
sees., by a Maine manGeorge Coorssen will have competition in the hurdles from Strachan of
the South Portland school, who won
both events at Orono. Faulkner was
a third-place winner in the dash, and
Shibles rained the same position in
the 600 Foster was a third-place winner in the broad jump, which was won
with a leap of 20 ft 4 3-5 in.
Dick Thompson in the 600 is the
onlv place winner from Bates who did
not'compete Saturday against Thornton, as he was skiing for Win Durgin's winning team against Bowdoin.

21
Referee*: Bornstein and Pignone.
Time: 4 S-minute periods.

Hoopsters At Maine
[Continued rrom P»» Onel

Trackmen Host
IfWlmiod from f*ir» "n«l

son's nominees in the 1000. together
"uh junior Al Pierce who is making
*Wfor the two-mile team on which
k ran last year at the BAA Meet.
Opposition Good
•^oitheastem's opposition in the
m
''e and two-mile will be two crosscountry men. Lockerby and Townsend.
McLeod, Struzziero, Thorsen, and
S(
one have- also turned in creditable
Performances at the longer distances
n
* d may he used against Bates. Don
pidgeswill lead the Bates two-milers,
'"eluding cross-country runners Dick
•"Wld. senior, and Charlie Graichen,
^Phomore. Besides Dana Wallace in
ft
e mile, will be Al Rollins, sophoBlor
e cross-country star who will be
"*»>& his first varsity track debut.
J<>r the first time in many years,
*"es will have several men in the
f* vauh to face Bob 'Briande, a
rWomore from Braintree. Bates will
1*^ 'wo more sophomores of promT'.Don Maggs and Mai Holmes, both
Jjr"1* done over eleven feet this
*hrTk '" Practic«l- Irving Friedman,
» has been hampered by injuries,
a^_y the surprise of the meet, as

bear watching. Chief among these
are Bill Webber, high-scoring center,
Dwight Lord, guard, and Dana Drew,
forward. Also on the squad are Bobby
Cullinan, former teammate of Johnny
Woobury's at South Portland, Harry
Ilarriman, Joe Hamlin and Stan Raymond, guards. Ray Stanley, center,
Tnd Leon Breton, Bob Bourgoin, forwards.
This will be the last varsity game
before February 11th, when the Lniversity of New Hampshire comes to
Lewiston.
The orobable starters:
D *
Maine
ales
Jf
,,
if, Drew
%t°Ttf rt
'.'.'. .....rf, Breton
T rd
f £'
■ c, Webber
Woodbury.c
lg. Lord
Kenney, ig
'
■/.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."rg,
Hamlin
Crosby, rg
he has been clearing eleven feet m
practice consistently the last few
weeks.
Jim Colligen leads a team of Lane
and Davis in the weights, in wnicn
Bates will depend entirely on sophomores Tate Connon, John Hibbard,
Buster Kilgore, Carl Andrews, and
several others. The weight events will
start promptly at 1:45 p. m. with the
dash at 2:30 p. m.

R. W. CLARK
DRUGGIST

GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.
Rf..,

CORNER MAINAND BATES STREETS
.J^-' Bl.E-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS
A

TEL. 125

We invite STUDENTS to take advantage of
Te 3820
Tel. 3820
OUR WINTER SPECIALS
complete list of these money saving specials are shown in the
daily newspapers .each Monday

very cigarette
features something...
Chesterfield features the one
thing that really counts.. .pleasure. It all comes down to this:
Chesterfields are made of mild
ripe tobaccos ... rolled in pure
cigarette paper... the best that
money can buy.
That's why Chesterfield's
milder better taste will
give you more pleasure.

ill be right 7

1
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THE BATES STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY rg, 1938

FOUR

IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Than* Fri-, Sat. - Jan. 20, 21, 22
"Wise Girl", Miriam Hopkins.
Mon., Tucs., Wed. - Jan. 24, 25, 26
"You're

a

Sweetheart",

Alice

Faye.
AUBURN
Thurs., Fri.. Sat. - Jan. 20, 21. 22
"The Beciier", Leo Carillo.
Also five big acts of Vaudeville.
Mon., Tues., Wed. - Jan. 24, 23, 26
"I'll Take Romance",
Grace
Moore. News and Comedy.

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silex Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

HOOD'S
Delicious Ice Cream
Now Being Sold at Your
BATES COLLEGE STORE

N orris-Hay den
LAUNDRY
Auburn, Me.

Tel. 2310

Agent
GORDON WILLIAMS '38

'Coffee' Features
New Bulletin Board Is
Freshman Quintet Freshman's Notes
Australian Debaters
Guide For Vocations
Blanks E.L.H.S., 33-16
Destroyed In Fire
About 30 Bates men totewrtwi to
The undefeated freshman basketball
team made it four in a row as they
swamped Edward Little High School
at Aufcirn last night, 33 16. The
game was a rough and rugged affair,
as the Frosh could not get their fast
break going due to the small floor.
Art Lelliveau was the game's high
scorer with five baskets. Haskell was
close behind with eight points, twice
putting rebounds in. The Bates subs
played the entire last period.
Briggs on offense and Arnold on defense starred for Auburn.
The summary:
Bates
Gls Fls Pts
5
Gorman, rf
2
1
2
Millerick, rf
1
0
0
10
Belliveau, If
5
0
2
Raftery, If
1
0
4
Witty, c
2
0
0
Jameson, c
0
0
0
Davis, c
0
Haskell, rg
3
2
8 (Staff Photo)
0
0
Jennings, rg
0
The home of Mary Kingston '41,
0 daughter of Samuel Kingston, 154
Whitten, lg, (c)
0
0
2
O'Sullivan, lg
0
2 College street, was destroyed by fire
of undetermined origin, Friday morn14
5
33 ing at 1:00 o'clock.
Edward Little
Gls Fls Pts
The roof and second floor of the
Simpson, rf
1
1
3 house were badly damaged but Miss
| James, rf
0
0
0 Kinston's greatest loss was her class
! DrigrKS, If
2
2
6 notes which were soaked with water.
I Desjardins, If .. 0
0
0
Flames, which were visible from
j Monk, c
•
1
0
2 campus, attracted two staff members,
Leadbetter, c .. •
0
0
0 staff photographer, and a versatile
Hamblin, rg
0
0
0 athlete, all of Roger Bill, who anArnold, lg
2
1
5 swered the alarm with the Lewiston
Card, lg
0
0
0 smoke-eaters.
6
4
16
Officials: Akerley and Pignone.
Time: 4 8's.

*The lists should be of special interest especially to the girls who are
having difficulty to decide what field
they wish to enter after being graduated. The data which is detailed pertains to such vocations as: buying,
journalism, interior decorating, social
welfare, and secretarial work.
Miss Harvey of Dean Clark's oftVe
is in charge of these vocational guidances.

Pop Concert
[ Continued rrom Pan*

(Continued from I*ag« Onel

Noted Journalist
Next Lecturer Here
J. Frederick Essary, only journalist
ever elected president of both the National Press Club and the Gridiron
Club of Washington, and often referred to as "the dean of Washington
correspondents", is the next speaker '
in the Concert and Lecture Series.
I
Taking "Lifting the Lid in Wash- i
ington" for his subject, he will appear
here Monday, Feb. 7.

Trafton, of Auburn; Scott Wilson, of
Portland; Lauren M. Sanborn, of
Portland; Mrs. Genevieve D. Webb, of
Ocean Park; Oren C. Boothby, of Boston; Howard Stanley, of Princeton, N.
J.; W. Scott Libbey, of Lewiston; J.
Laurence Meader, of Troy, N. Y.;
Mrs. Ethel C. Pierce, of Lewiston;
Guy Gannett, of Portland; Louis B.
Costello, of Lewiston; Clair E. Turner, of Cambridge, Mass.; Bertram E.
Packard, of Augusta; Percy L. Vernon, of Lewiston; Walter U. Gutmann
of Auburn; Herbert V. Neal, of Medford. Mass.; Ralph L. Kendall, of Medford. Mass.; and Edwin Adams, of
Auburn.

BILL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUBURN

OB«I

Patricia Hall '40, Janet McCaw '41,
Irene Sturgis '41, Jean Bertocci 41,
Elizabeth Macintosh '41. Elizabeth
Potter '41, Roger Jones '39, K. Libbey '39, F. Priestly '39, L. Wbiston
'39, T. Goodell '39, G. Woodward '39,
H. Becker '38, B. Meserve '38, W.
Wright '38, C. Crooker '40, A. Blowen
'4(1. 6. Wheeler '40. S- Burston '40,
R. Lovelace '41, A. Sawyer '41. A.
Baulch '41, and J. Morris '41.
The members of the orchestra are:
Concert master, George Windsor '38,
violins, Ruth Stoehr '39, Ruth Brown
'39, Ann Cleveland '40, Kernice Lord
'40, Mary Gazonsky '40. Marion
Thomas '41, Elizabeth Roberts '41,
Sylvia Poor '41, G. Wheeler '40, D.
Weeks '41, R. Fuller '39; bassoon, R.
Ireland '40; horn, D. Curtis '39; trumpets, M. Holmes '40, H. Shepherd '40,
S. Smith '41; trombone, W. Keck '38;
tamborine, D. Russell '41; drums, G.
MacDonald '39; piano, Marita Dick
'39; cellos, Martha French '40, Rowena
Fairchild '41, Deborah Pratt '41, Betty
Scranton '41; bass viol, Mary Rice
'39; flutes, Mary Chase '38, Marguerite Mendall '41; clarinets, Elizabeth
Cook '40, D. Howe '39.
Acting as ushers were Joan Burnheimer '38, Marion Welsch '38, and
Eleanor Deardon '38, head ushers,
Jean Dickson '39, Mary-Jean Sealey
'41, Jean Bertocci '41, Edith Krugelis
'40, Eleanor Wilson '40, Marie Dodge
'40, Carolyn Ford '38, and Anna Ford
'41.

Trustee's

Compliments of

LEWISTON

During Christmas vacation a new
bulletin board was placed^to Dea»
Clark's office, for the purpo*s of posting reading lists for vocational glance. These reading lists are compiled by professors at Rutgers Col

talking with the Australian debaters,
Alan Benjamin and R. W. W. Wilrnot,
met for coffee, doughnuts and discussion in the main assembly room of
Chase Hall from 3:30 to 5:30, Saturday afternoon.
__
The affair, sponsored by the t-naae
Hall committee of the B. C. A., was
under the direction of Howard Becker
•38 chairman. The Australians answered questions about their native
land and their trip and showed very
interesting snap-shots from their collection.

Melbourne Debate
(Continued from P*ae One]

Smith and Becker came from Maine
Tried to stop a railroad train
The train ignored their little whim
Now they sport wit cherubim.
Friday morning, Mr. Benjamin
spoke in chapel about the university
life in Australia. Emphasis on "beer,
beauty, and bull sessions" in the coeducational state universities in Australia is pretty much the same as in
American colleges, he said.
*
Friday night the visitors were
guests of the Bates Debating Council
at the Annual Pop Concert and
Dance.
They escorted Constance
Goodwin '38 and Martha Packard '38
at the dance.
Saturday morning, R. W. W. Wilrnot spoke in chapel about the experiences of the team in their trip through
China and Japan. He stated the more
educated among the Japanese were
not deceived by the government propgunda but realized that the purpose
of Japan in China was achievement
of a market for Japanese trade and a
source of raw materials. Other reasons were given reasons and not real
reasons, they recognized. He urged
America to cooperate in a boycott of
Japan.
The debaters were entertained at
dinner while they were here by President Clifton Daggett Gray, Dr. Robert A. F. McDonald, Coach Brooks
Quimby, and Dr. Edwin M. Wright.
Paul Wright '41 acted as organist at
the debate. Paul Stewart '38 acted as
manager.
Ralph Child '39, Milton
Nixon '39, Eric Lindell '40, and
Charles Harms '38 were ushers.

COLLEGE STREET

I MERRILL & WEBBER

THE BARBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS - BOOKBINDER''
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Ma.

FOR
EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL Hours: 9-12—1-6

SHOE HOSPITAL

Billiards Star
Entertains Here

On his 47th stop in a nation-wide
tour of 64 schools and colleges,
Charles C Peterson, world-renowned
billiard expert, arrived on campus
yesterday afternoon and gave a series
of exhibitions in Chase Hall.
Peterson's experience as a billiard
player dates back to the days when
wooden or brass billiard balls were
Corner College and Saba„
the vogue, tables were based with
WASHING and GRJJJ
wood instead of slate, and cushioned
with rags or horse hair! A cue in
those times had no leather tip, or
chalk, and the system of "EnglishTYPEWRITERS
ing" was yet to be thought of. His
STANDARDS and P0R7A%|
travels have taken him to all parts
For Sale ana To U f
of this country, to Canada, and to
For Used Machines and pe I
Havana.
Mr. Peterson, extremely friendly,
See Sam bUrito*»M
possessing a keen sense of humor,
77 College St.
T.
prefers to expound on the history or
4
JOHN
G.
WEST
*]
merits of the game of billiards, rathTel. 2326
JJ
133
er than on himself and his accomplishments. On the fine merits )f tl|:
game he is sure, and very serious.
He says, "The game of billiards is a
THE BLUE Lftg
rine j;ame—a gentleman's and a genL*Wl«toB - Till ill f r
'"» H.,1
tlewoman's game. It develops a Lv. Lewiston
steady hand and a keen eye, and a
7.45 am • 10.00 am 1.45
good sense of coordination." Con- Lv. Rumford
cerning his popularity of the game,
7.35 am '9.50 am 1.35p,j
ne says, "Billiards is a coming game.
The reason? Colleges are taking it Lv. Farmington
7.33 am *9.48 am 1.33
up. The future championship play"■till
ers will be college men." In this con•Daily Except Sunday
nection he said this section of the
country, revolving around Boston as a
center, is the billiard-conscious part.
Fred L. Tower Comp
This ties up with his purpose in
making the present tour. "The purQuality PRINTING S«J
pose of his sponsors in arranging this
tour, is not primarily to entertain,
Not just ink on paper
but to promote the popularity of the
game.
Portland,*
Among the storids Mr. Peterson 165 Middle St.
likes to tell, is the one about his giving an exhibition on a 100-year-old
table in Havana and making the best
one of his career! And then there's
the time he saw a match for the
championship, in which the defender,
Slawson, made a run of 1000 points,
in three successive nights. He is however, reticent to talk about his own
attempts to make the "Dollar Shot".

FOR BETTER

OIL & Q]1

FRED C. McKENi
x

College
Pharmacy]

PROTECT YOUR EYES

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO.
E. L. VINING
Optometrist

-

Lewiston. Me.

199 Main Street

Where The Bobcats Mt
TOASTED
HAMBURGS - HOT _
CHICKEN ROLL
Largest and Best
CHOCOLATE MILK
'">nce a Customer - AlwayiJ
Customer
PRESCRIPTIONS COMP0UN!
Telephone 3694

Tel. 33*

AH Kinds of Shoe Repairing
67 College St.

CITIE?
SERVIC\

Lewiston, Me.

College and Sabattus Sfe

The College Store

Call 4040
For Real Courteous Taxii**."
Lewiston, Maine

Is for
BATES STUDENTS
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.

Purity Restaurant|

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

1»7 MAIN ST.

Lewiston Monumental Works
6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
Telephone 4634-R

YOVSONOF-4G0N

OUR AIM IS TO SAT
WITH OUR QUALITY

"Complete Banking Service"

-and Dick Powell did-47times \"™lTITlEOf !"*»»"->»«*
Powell, "certainly tells what I did in filming
my new Warner Bros, picture, 'Hollywood
Hotel'. Yet during all this work, Luckies never
once bothered my throat. This is also true...

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

We can shn-.v MM a ***,
selection of
Ja
PRIZE CITS. FOrNT^l

The

PENS. UJtfJBjL'

ITWBRET.LAS & LEATHl
HAND BAGS
Leather "in Folds
Book Suds - Cio«s

Auburn

Barnstone-Osgood

Nezvs

IBWELBM
LEWISTON ■

ill
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SOLD AMERICAN' , the auctioneer
chants, as the choice center-leaf tobacco goes
to Lucky Strike. Men who earn their living
from tobacco, know that Lucky Strike buys
the finest grades. These men are the . . .

Compliments of

WATCHES — DIAMONDS

TUFTS

JEWELRY

BROTHERS

RADIOS — CAMERAS
Low Prices

WHO KNOW

—

Easy Payments

Day's Jewelry Store

TOBACCO
BEST

84 Lisbon Street

Printing Special^
Telephone 1710
LEW1SP
19.3 MIDDLE ST.

When The FORDS Roll By Bates Campus
Think Of
WADE & DUNTON MOTORS

5. INDEPENDENT Buyers, Auctioneers and Warehousemen. Sworn records show that, among these experts,
Lucky Strike has twice as many exclusive smokers as
have all other cigarettes put together. A good thing to
remember next time you buy cigarettes.

Hcive You Heard the Chant of the Tobacco Auctioneer?
"YOUR HOLLYWOOD PARADE", Wednesday, 10-11 P. M., NBC
"YOUR HIT PARADE", Saturday, 10-10:45 P. M., CBS
"YOUR NEWS PARADE", Monday thru Friday, 12:15-12:30, CBS
(eASTERN TIME)
GCTTi!*l»'n»A»»«a.Tofc»«»Ci

I

...:mmm

L.fnViT---,V.;.,-

And Tell Your Folks Of Our
ExcellentTrade In Value

